BASES - I CONCURS FOTOLOG 2019

- **Topic:** the fiber
- **Participants:** Any amateur or professional photographer. Must be a member of the FIB: student, PDI, or PAS.
- **Works:**
  - Maximum of 2 per competitor.
  - Free technique, in black and white or color.
  - Unpublished, without having been awarded in another contest.
- **Presentation:** Send it by e-mail at defib@fib.upc.edu, the subject must be "FOTOLOG2019- pseudonym".
- **Identification:** The name of the participant, the pseudonym and the name of each submitted image will be included in the email body. Additionally, you can include a brief description of each photograph (Optional).
- **Deadline for admission:** Until 03/11/19
- **Jury:** Composed by people linked to the world of photography and the DEFIB.
- **Verdict:** It will be made public on November 11, 2019.
- **Awards:**

**Instagram Prize:** SDXC CARD 128GB

The images will be published in the delegation's account (@defib.upc), people must vote by a comment. Those who follow @defib.upc will be considered valid votes.

**DEFIB Prize:** 1TB HARD-DISC

- **Exhibition:** They will be exhibited at DEFIB website.

**Additional notes:**

1. Any case not provided for in these rules will be resolved by the organizing entity.
2. The organizers are exempt from any responsibility in verse presented images.
3. Each author is responsible for possible image rights.
4. Participation in this contest implies the full acceptance of these bases.
5. The organisation reserves the right to declare deserts some prizes, to award lower economy awards, to remove the participations that do not conform these bases or prove to evade them and to request information at the participants to assure the nice operation of the contest. The interpretation of these bases and the decision on that no regulated for these corresponds at the organisation.
6. The organisation reserves the right to remove a photograph of the contest if this can offensive being.